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Zero; 9: 00 a. m. ; Aug. 3, 1983. The
longest trip my van had ever undertaken had
begun. . Every last detail for our trip had
been taken care of, so I thought. We were
headed to Southern Vermont to attend the
annual Stellafane Amateur Telescope Makers
Convention. The members of our expedition

were myself, Greg Beach, Gerry Bourque, Steve Dodson, his daughter
Natalie, and the Phoenix, Steve' s 22" telescope.

The first leg of our j ourney was to have taken us as far as the
American Border. There, we would stop for nourishment and a short rest
before continuing on to Waterbury, Vermont, which was about 2 hours
drive from our destination and our sleep stop for the night. BUT our
first maj or stop turned out to be the Canadian Tire in Sturgeon Falls.

As I had helped hook up the Phoenix, I noticed a gas leak in Steve' s
driveway. Also about 20km down the highway the heat gauge in my vasn
was hovering dangerously close to the overheating area. I had
forgotten that I had a winter thermostat in the motor instead of a
summer one.

After two attempts at installing the new thermostat and pouring half a
tube of Seal- All on the gas leak we were on our way again.
Unfortunately, we were 2 hours behind schedule.

We reached the American border, relatively incident free, around
6: 30pm at Cornwall Ont. The American customs official wanted to know
what the heck we were hauling. We explained that it was a homemade 22"
Newtonian telescope but the blank look on his face still remained and
we would have to talk to another customs official. After discussing
things with the next officer for about 15 minutes he let us go through
writing us up as a homemade boat and trailer.

During our supper at a large truck stop j ust down the road from the



international bridge, Steve, who had been this way before, suggested
a short cut through some very pretty farm country and small villages
that reminded me somewhat of Eastern Ontario except the roads were
well paved.

We made up approximately ½ hour in time so I asked Gerry Bourque to
take the wheel for a while. This turned out to be very mean of me. He
hadn' t had time to get used to the pull and width of the trailer when
we ran into construction and very narrow bridges. One bridge in
particular only allowed 3" of clearance. In spite of the above
hazards Gerry and the Phoenix came through it without a scratch.

By the time we got into the hills of Vermont it was dark and we
couldn' t see too muich. I think by that time we were all looking
foreward to bedding down for the night. Steve had booked us some
rooms at the Waterbury- Stowe Vermont Holiday Inn, which is a very
famous winter ski resort area. The entrance to the inn gave us some
idea of j ust how steep the hills in this area are. It felt like we
were going straight up the side of a mountain. The next morning after
a hearty breakfast we found that we had come up the side of a
mountain. Off in the distance you could see the taller mountains
poking their forest covered peaks through the morning mist. We were
in sunshine while below the valleys were still shrouded with cloud
cover.

Back on the road again our spirits renewed after the long and tiring
trip of the previous day, our excitement began to build the closer we
got to Springfield. The views along the interstate highway were
breathtaking and helped to increase the excitement.

Two hours of gorgeous vistas later we were in Springfield. This is
the town where an amateur astronomer by the name of Russel Porter
began making telescopes. His designs were eventually used for the
mount of the 200" Hale reflector on Mt. Palomar in California. But
some people will say his most important contribution to amateur
astronomy was the founding of Stellafane.

As Steve guided us through town, he warned me that the Breezy Hill
road was hard to spot and that he had missed it the previous year.
Sure enough I had almost missed it too but made the turn after
putting everyone in the front seat with me. We headed up Breezy Hill
- and up, and up, and up. In fact we climbed approx. 500 feet above
the town. Not very high you' re saying to yourself. That 500 foot
climb is done in less than 2 miles.

At the gate and giving out the camping permits was Dennis DiCicco,



one of the editors of Sky and Telescope Magazine, who immedately
recognized the Pheonix. Once through the gate and across the campsite
we were headed up to the clubhouse. As you come up the final small
hill a small white building catches your eyes. It' s the world famous
Porter turret telescope. It is then that we realize, " We made it,
we' re here! "

Stellafane not bust.

Next month a story of two days of heat, celebrities, telescopes,
clouds, disappointment and excitement.

- Fred Boyer














